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From best-selling author and host of HBO's Real Time, Bill Maher's new book of political riffs serves

up a savagely funny set of rules for preserving sanity in an insane world. A follow-up to the New

York Times best-selling New Rules, The New New Rules delivers a series of hilarious, intelligent

rants on everything from same-sex marriage to health care, from Republican agendas to celebrity

meltdowns, with all the razor-sharp insight that has made Bill Maher one of the most influential

comedic voices shaping the political debate today. With another presidential campaign on the

horizon and a stellar set of real-life characters to have fun with - "New Rule: If Charlie Sheen's home

life means he can't have a TV show, then I say Newt Gingrich can't be president" - this enlightening

and important book may be the best thing you pretend to read all year.
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I admit - I'm an avid fan of Bill Maher.Guy is funny and sincere. He speaks about issues as they are,

no sugar added. You might like it or not, but facts are facts and he makes them fun!This book is a

collection of some of his NEW RULES. If you've seen the show you already know what they are, if

you didn't...WHY YOU DIDN'T??? Go on YouTube or something and check them out!As a book it

works very well, but I miss watching him and seeing his reaction. It adds to the overall experience

but even in written form, it is worth having in your collection.If you're a dumba** creationist or you

think that global warming is a fairy tale, this book is written FOR YOU. It will give you insight in truth

and eventually, it will raise your IQ and you might start even getting some of the jokes inside. By the



3rd or 4th reading, you should be a proper human being with at least average IQ.WARNING: Some

of following may occur:* You might lose your religion (it is a good thing, trust me) and became an

atheist and/or liberal.* You might stop buying all the cr*p that you've been fed by Republican party*

You might experience raise in your IQ (as mentioned before). Don't be alarmed, that is also a good

thing* You might want to smoke pot. Dunno if it's good or not, I'm not quite a fan, but hey, Bill has

lots of fun :)* You might laugh quite a lotIn the end, all I can say is that I wish that Bill Maher lives a

long and fruitful life and that he finally decides to have some offspring so his genes don't die out.

He's too valuable for that.As for book, BUY IT! :)

I have to admit I am "biased" toward Bill Maher. Bill Maher is one of my favorite comedians. He can

be quite crass at times, but generally he is just telling it like it is and finding humor in all the political

crud there is out there. Lately he doesn't have to look very far, it seems to be everywhere. I tend to

agree with Bill on about 95% of the things he says overall. This book is a little bit dated, as all

political humor is...but it is still a great book. Maher tends to make you think a little about the things

going on in this world, while injecting a little humor into the situation at hand. I would rate this higher

for my personal liking, if I were allowed, but if you are just looking for a good, funny read, then here

you go.

I am an avid fan of Bill Maher, so my review is going to admittedly be somewhat biased. There are

always some hilarious observations in compilations of Maher that will find you laughing out loud

while also realizing either a sad truth about our society or coming to grips that you've never thought

of these issues in much depth before. Maher's bitter satiric style is certainly not for all and most

certainly skews more liberally. However, this set of New Rules doesn't really pile on the GOP as

much as his other books have done. They are more commentaries of a general nature.If you are a

weekly watcher of his show, you will find yourself remembering many of these rules and enjoy the

stroll down memory lane. The highlights are most definitely the longer, more developed essays on

major topics that are worth rereading and having copies of to send to your friends as Maher makes

very compelling arguments in that last segment of his show before signing off.Not Maher's greatest

work, but something Maher fans like myself will definitely enjoy reading and highlighting.

A no-nonsense, fact oozing, comical book about how Bill Maher sees not just our country's politics,

but indeed the details (big and small) of the entire world. It's a great read, whether you're looking for

something to wet your liberal willy or just looking for something funny to read (1 of only 2 books to



ever make me laugh), this book is what you're looking for. Although, I don't think conservatives will

enjoy this: I don't think anyone enjoys having their belief's/attitude's shortcomings revealed to them

in the broad daylight of reasonable logic.

I thought this would be a book to make me laugh, yet I am having a hard time getting in to it and it

has not made me laugh yet. When I do read more, I will report back.July 2013Since my above

review I have read the whole book and truly enjoyed it. It made me laugh and I now give it a five star

recommendation. I wish I had waited to give my review of this book until after reading it but  kept

wanting me to give my recommendation and I responded too soon.I rescind my previous review.

Interesting book...we listened to this on a long drive from So. California to Napa/Sonoma with

friends in the car and laughed all the way!!! We also listened to his first book on The New Rules on

the way home and, again, laughed our way through the miles!!! Bill Maher is spot on with some of

his rules!!! Maybe he should run for president....it can't be any crazier than the GOP party's line-up

of clowns!

Kind of like a younger, more liberal Andy Rooney. Not all of the anecdotes and "New Rules"

(followers of Real Time will know what these are) are political, but they are definitely funny.

Electronics, etiquette, food, sex (mostly masturbation), and public behavior all get Bill's attention,

and it's profane, and wickedly funny. It's listen-able and fun even if you don't share Mr. Maher's

politics.

Funny, funny funny and Thank God for Bill Maher!!!!! We need him and other comedians now more

than ever. Bad times are looming.
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